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FROM THE EDITOR
WAYNE KUNKEL
CNY PCA is headed into the final 30 days of our 55th anniversary celebration. I would urge every member to
attend the dinner gala on November 17 in McGraw. During the last 60 days we have had the annual picnic, the
fall tour, and the fall rally. The weather has cooperated for every event and the turnout has been fantastic. Last
Sunday’s rally had 22 participants and a great time was had by all.
The red car, 1986 951, has been sold and supplanted with a mellow yellow 2001 996. The 944 Turbo was faster
having 350 HP at the rear wheels but the 996 is a better all-around car because it: choose one here. A. has the
engine in the back B. was not a hot rod special C. is quieter. D. you can’t smell the exhaust. Actually the answer
is all of the above to some extent. My 5 year adventure into 944 land was excellent because I got to learn about a
genre of Porsche that I knew very little about.
The timing of the vehicle exchange was such that I knew it was meant to be. Now I can lay awake at night
wondering about IMS problems. One of things that happened with the turbo was a deeper friendship with
Chris White. This man is a jewel for CNY PCA with his knowledge and I have missed garage time with him this
summer as he has been in Idaho working all summer.
Next up for me a road trip with Bill Kohnke, our incoming President, as we drive to Southern Va. to be in court
against the person who sold me the 944 Turbo. All used cars have problems but taking caveat emptor to a whole
new level on a car is just too much.
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Last month I mentioned the service of our outgoing President, Joyce Gladle. All the officers are changing
so thanks to Missy Miller for many years of service as Treasurer; Jack Vasina as Activities Director; Cathy
Alberson as Secretary; and Connie Turco as Membership Chairman. Last but not least is thanks to all the
contributors for the newsletter. If you wonder why there are 2 articles on paint in this issue it is because Bill
Noroski sent me one last spring but I have not had space to print it. Rich Pschirrer sends me another so I
decided to let you read both. Now if I can get either one of these guys to come over and work on the “mellow
yellow” paint issues.
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NICK ORSO’S

®

BODY SHOP AND SERVICE CENTER
“THE FINEST IN COLLISION REPAIR”
Best Wishes to the CNY PORSCHE CLUB
HAVE A GREAT YEAR!!!
Nick Orso’s has been part of the community for 57 years!!!!
You know us and we know cars!!!
After an Accident, Call Us First! Before You Call The Insurance Company
The MOST ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY COLLISION SHOP IN CNY
SOLAR POWERED SHOP AND WATERBORNE PAINT SYSTEMS!!
THE LARGEST COLLISION SERVICE IN CNY!!
CERTIFIED IN COLLISION REPAIR BY:
ASSURED PERFORMANCE CONSUMER ADVOCACY GROUP
CERTIFIED BY THE AUTO REBUILDERS OF GREATER SYRACUSE, INC.
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COMPLETE COLLISION REPAIR AND UNIBODY ALIGNMENT
FACTORY APPROVED GREEN REFINISHING PRODUCTS AND SYSTEMS
57 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN INSURANCE CLAIMS ASSISTANCE
ALL REPAIRS UNDER GO OVER 20 QUALITY CONTROL CHECKS
THROUGHOUT THE REPAIR PROCESS!
4 WHEEL ALIGNMENTS AND ROAD SIMULATED SONAR BALANCING
WE’RE THE GUYS WHO RE-REPAIR OTHER SHOPS MISTAKES!!!
EXPERTS IN CONSUMER FRAUD INVESTIGATIONS AND RE-REPAIR
COMPLETE DETAILING DEPARTMENT
LARGE IN HOUSE LOANER & SUBSTITUTE VEHICLE FLEET
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TEAR OFF THIS PAGE AND KEEP IN YOUR CAR FOR QUICK REFERENCE
FULL COLLISION-PAINTING-RESTORATION SERVICES
24 HR. TOWING, GENERAL MECHANICAL REPAIR, SUBSTITUTE VEHICLES
315-471-8521
638 WEST GENESEE STREET
(IN THE HEART OF HISTORIC AUTO ROW)
LISTEN TO THE NICK ORSO SHOW ON 105.9 BIG TALK RADIO
SATURDAYS @ 10 –11 AM
TUNE IN MONDAYS @ 8:30 AM TO GOMEZ AND DAVE ON TK 99
8-5 PM M-F OR SPECIAL APPOINTMENTS PICK-UP SERVICE AVAILABLE
FIND US ON THE WEB @ www.nickorso.com Email: nickorso@gmail.com
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Lady at the Wheel
Joyce Gladle
At this juncture in time, I realize that………I really am a lady at the wheel. Well, I am at the
wheel at least and I hope I am a lady. I was at the wheel last Monday and Tuesday at one of my
favorite places on earth – Watkins Glen race track. I’ve been going there for many, many years.
So many in fact that it tallies to more years than Chuck and I have been married – and we just
celebrated our 50th wedding anniversary.
So I would calculate that I have been going to Watkins Glen race track for about 52 years.
Chuck took me there shortly after we met at my high school graduation party. We first went
in his 1957 Karmann Ghia and soon in his 1956 Porsche Speedster—that of the “bee hive” tail
lights. I loved those lights!! Those were the days when the pits were between the current turns
1 and 2 and you could walk right down there and rub elbows with Graham Hill, Olivier Gendebien, Jack Brabham and Phil Hill. That’s what I call “the good old days” when Chuck would
help push the Formula 1 Grand Prix cars up to the Kendall Garage and I would walk along and
talk with the drivers.
Those were also the days of the bog, of unfettered poor behavior in the infield, poor personal
“accommodations”, no electric for your camper, no grass for your tent, but none-the-less dripping with atmosphere and excitement. Part of the exclusive and far-reaching world of the thrilling epitome of road racing called Formula 1 Grand Prix.
But I digress. The point I wish to make is that I am a born-and-bred car girl. Born into a family
of drivers and racers and transported into a world of Porsches--definitely my marque of choice.
That preference, that association led me to PCA with its diversity of members and multitude
of activities. That in turn led me to CNY and, as of late, to 8 additional years of service to our
Region.

The Porsches are fantastic – the friendships are priceless! My closing statement remains as accurate today as it was in January of 2007. It is not just the cars, it’s the people!!
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As I conclude my 6th and final year as President I am reminded of what a wonderful and enriching experience it has been for me. I have thoroughly enjoyed my association with each and
every one of you. I thank you for your friendship, your encouragement, your support, your
assistance and all your efforts to better our mutual organization. I hope you will be as generous
with our incoming President as you have been with me.
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CNY PCA 2012 ANNUAL BANQUET
and
55TH ANNIVERSARY PARTY
The Central New York Region 2012 Annual Meeting, Banquet, 2012 Awards Presentation and
Photo Contest will be combined this year with our Region’s 55th Anniversary Celebration. We
are going to have a party!!!!
This milestone evening celebration will be held at the beautiful Hathaway House in McGraw.
This lovely 1844 historic home, built by Major-General Samuel Gilbert Hathaway, is worth the
trip by itself. Add to that an evening of fun, frivolity and celebration of 55 years of history and
friendship as a PCA Region and the event is not to be missed.
In addition to our normal program we have several surprises in store for our CNY members
in attendance. We will also be joined by a member of the PCA Executive Council and a guest
speaker.
Our Photo Contest will consist of 3 categories—photo, digitally enhanced photo and artistic
craft. The photo or craft must have been taken/created within the past year by a CNY PCA
member or family/associate member and include a Porsche (or part thereof). It can be framed
or unframed and any size--presented as you wish. CNY members will vote for their favorites.
We also ask our members to bring any 2012 Porsche awards they have received from other
events to display at our banquet.
Come join us for a wonderful evening of Porsche camaraderie!

Place:

Hathaway House, Route 41, McGraw, New York (see directions below)

When:

Saturday, November 17, 2012

Time:

5:00 PM Cocktails, 6:00 PM Dinner

Dinner Choices: Crowned Top Sirloin Steak, topped with crab, spinach and bacon, with a
Cognac Sauce.
Glazed Salmon, with a Mahogany Sauce
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ANNUAL DINNER MEETING and 55TH ANNIVERSARY PARTY

Vegetarian or Vegan
Price:
5

$37.00 Includes appetizer, complete meal, dessert and wine with

RSVP:

Please send dinner selections with any meal restrictions and payment
(checks made out to CNY PCA) by November 9 to:
Mike Darminio, 706 North Salina Street, Syracuse, NY 13208
Questions: Contact Mike at: darm911@windstream.net

Bring:

Photo or art work for the contest. **Check the rules above**
Your 2012 Porsche awards from other events for display.

Directions:
From Binghamton, take I-81 north to Exit 10. Turn right at the foot of the exit ramp and travel
south on Route 41. You will pass through McGraw, and The Hathaway House will be on your
left in Solon.
From Syracuse, take I-81 south to Exit 10. Turn right at the foot of the exit ramp and go straight
ahead until you intersect Routes 11 and 41. Turn right and follow Route 41 through McGraw to
Solon, where you will find The Hathaway House on your left.
From Ithaca, follow Route 13 north until you see signs for Route 41. Continue straight ahead on
Route 41 South through Cortland and McGraw to Solon. The Hathaway House will be on your
left.
Joyce Gladle

Members and their Cars
By Luda Whaley Webmaster
As we enter another fall season and the time of hibernation for many of our Porsche babies
for the long winter, let us reflect on the wonderful spring/summer driving season we have
enjoyed.
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We would like to honor all our members with a special page on the CNY Shutterfly website.
To this end we need all our members to submit photos of themselves with their car, family,
favorite pet along with a caption of the photo which includes the name(s) of all in the photograph, Model and year of your ride… to: Webmaster@cnypca.org.
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The plan is to have a complete photographic page that includes all our current and past
membership.
So, dig into those digital files and send along those great snap shots of you and your Porsche.
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Richard Pschirrer

Dr. ColorChip and Me.

After locating the 1995 993 that was going to become ours and before wiring the cash to purchase it I read and
re read all of my notes, conversations with the owner, countless phone calls to the mechanic that had cared for it
for the last 10 years and pored over every article that was ever written about the 993, I pulled the trigger. These
words from the owner will come back to haunt me, ”well, it does have some stone chips”.
The money was sent and a rollback dispatched to bring our prize home. I instructed the driver to call me when
he arrived so we could do a final inspection. He called and everything was expected, however he did say “there
are some stone chips”. I told him that I was aware and to bring the car home.
It was a wonderful sunny day in July and the driver called to say he was a few minutes and would I be able to
meet him, you bet! The rollback and I arrived and the car was beautiful, I was “over the Moon”. He tilted the
bed and slowly the car inched to eye level. The first words my wife said were,” look at the stone chips”, that’s
also what the first five people that saw it said. I was crushed. It looked as though the front of the car had been
shot with a shotgun. I had paid a premium price and a nose repaint was not in my budget
.
Dr. ColorChip to the rescue. I had seen the commercials and the advertising, so I gave them a call. I explained
my problems to a very sympathetic technician and he assured me I had come to the right place. I allowed that
with the price I paid for the car and shipping $69.95 seemed like a reasonable gamble, so I gave him my paint
code and placed the order.
My order arrived and I was ready to begin. The ColorChip guy suggested, because I had so many to deal with,
to outline a 4 inch work area with masking tape to work in. After masking the area he suggested I clean the area
with Alcohol to remove any wax. I followed the instructions to Dab, Smear, Dry and remove. I was AMAZED, it
was awesome. I spent the next couple of hours applying and removing per the instructions.
I could not be more pleased. If you look real close can you see some of the repairs, sure. I will say this, In the last
year, since using Dr. ColorChip, we have attended 7 PCA events and our car has received many wonderful comments. More importantly, not one person has said “look at those paint chips”.
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Our 993 is black and I have also used Dr. ColorChip on my Blue Audi TT and friends Silver Subaru wagon with
the same results
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Northeast Fall Foliage Alert: Fall Driving Safety Tips
By Chris Whaley
Autumn is one of the most beautiful times of year for us to enjoy our Porsches. But along with the changing
leaves comes changing driving conditions. What should you do to prepare for the new season?
1. Steer clear of wet leaves.
The fall foliage is beautiful, as long as it stays on the trees. But once those leaves start falling, get wet from rain
they can become a serious driving hazard. Wet leaves are slippery and reduce traction. They can also cover
parts of the yellow and white pavement markings on the road, making it difficult to determine shoulder and lane
widths. Additionally, wet leaves can get clogged under your wiper blades, impeding wiper performance and visibility. Always keep your windshield clean of leaves, and watch for wet leaves on the roads especially as you are
making turns. Also, park free of leaf piles as these can be a fire hazard against catalyst converters.
2. Make adjustments for the light.
We lose a minute of daylight every day until the clocks are set back in October. And shorter days mean shorter
light, making it more difficult to see pedestrians, cyclists, and children playing in the late afternoon. Be on the
lookout. If night vision is a problem, adjust your driving times or find alternate, well–lit routes whenever possible. On the flip side, later sunrises mean drivers need to adjust to the brighter sun at different times of the
morning. Always keep a pair of sunglasses in your car to shield your vision. Pull over completely if the sun's
glare affects your ability to safely see ahead.
3. Watch for frost.
Dipping nighttime temperatures bring frost to windshields and roads. Keep a windshield scraper and small
broom in your car. Decelerate when approaching bridges and overpasses: open surfaces are more prone to collect frost on the roadway surface. Keep alert for shaded areas that could create black ice during early morning
and evening hours.
4. Plan ahead for harsher weather.
Have your car winterized before the winter storm season sets in. Keeping your car in good condition decreases
your chance of being stranded in cold weather. Have your mechanic check your battery, fluids, ignition system,
thermostat, lights, exhaust system, heater, and brakes. Ask him to replace your oil with a couple of fresh quarts.
In your trunk, be sure to have a first aid kit, thermal blanket, a working flashlight, a shovel and sand.
Additional Fall Safety Driving Tips
Deer are more apt to run into the roadway especially at dawn and dusk since the fall is an active breeding time.
If you see a deer cross the roadway, proceed very slowly as they often travel in groups.

So get out there and enjoy all the fall colors...Be safe!
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Naturally safe driving skills are essential all through the year. However, being aware of the unique autumn driving hazards will make you a safer driver.
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WELCOME TO THE FOLLOWING NEW MEMBERS:

Phonepraseut Phetphongsy

Johnson City

2005 Black 911

Xuanqi Wang

Syracuse

2006 911

Gregory Williams

Binghamton

Joseph Commisso

Utica

1984 Black 944
2002 Carrera

Jean Driskell

Chadwicks

1998 Boxster

John Manring

Skaneateles

Donald VanStry

Dewitt

2002 Yellow 911

David Vos

Apalachin

2000 Yellow 996

2007 Silver 911C4S

Transferred Members:
Sumner Bossler

from Potomac Region 1972 Blue 911T

October – December Anniversaries:
5 Years: Art Vanore
Brian Watson
10 Years:
15 Years:

Ken Souser
Dana Hart

20 Years:
January / February 2012

Michael Gilmer
Keefe Gorman

The Redline Report

Ed Olender
Donald Reid
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HOW I “SNATCHED” VICTORY FROM
THE JAWS OF DEFEAT
Yes it’s true. As it has been said, sometimes you only have to show up to succeed. No matter how you cut it, I am
the one who fell in a mess of do-do and came up smelling like a rose.
The Watkins Glen International Vintage Grand Prix is now recognized as the largest vintage race gathering in
the country. Surpassing Laugna Seca (Masda) and Lime Rock a few years back, the SVRA Vintage gathering
this year put over 332 racers on the WGI track in a myriad of classes in both pre and post WW II historic cars
as well as vintage (25 year old) sports cars, open-wheel racers and retired modern race cars.
At this year’s SVRA (Sports Vintage Racing Association) event I proved once again that a 42 year old 914/6 can
and will break. You “spends your money and you takes your chances” and this year was no different. Please
know that I was not the only car to have mechanical issues throughout the weekend. There were many of us who
kept (miserable) company.
On Friday afternoon after our second day of practice and qualifying races for grid position, those who were chosen to participate in the U. S. Vintage Grand Prix Reenactment on the original road course, left for the famous
“tour d’pothole” (once again waiting for good old NYS to complete repairs). I suffered a mechanical breakdown
on this old wash-board and sorry excuse of a road. So get this, the roads that make up the pre-1953 race course
are listed on the National Registry of Historic Places as a result of their fame and history. I wonder then why in
the world the State of New York refuses or is unable to pave this treasure in time for “the largest Vintage Automobile celebration in our country”? But wait, there I go again trying to be logical!
Yes I am consistent and you can predict, just like the sun will rise tomorrow, that this old toy and this old boy
will keep on keeping on. Again this year on the down town tour we suffered a debilitating and embarrassing
malfunction. My axel loosened and backed out of the transmission on this terribly rough road surface. I was
taken back on a flatbed rescue vehicle waving to a crowd of a few well wishers and an overwhelming hoard of,
well, let’s just say other wishers.

Sunday ended up being our day to shine, knowing well that as a racer in Group 6, there was nary a chance to
make the podium. I was moved to this class to run against the big-block Corvettes, Mustangs, Cobras and 911s
with my little 2.7 liter motor. My car ran like a bear in qualifying after I scrubbed in tires and seated a set of
break pads. I was on BF Goodrich Comp T/A tires and ended up being placed on the grid ahead of the last third
of the field.
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Saturday was a washout as the rains fell along with the temperature and the majority of races were cancelled.
This is the type of day when your personal relationships and Porsche (or any marque) camaraderie come into
full play. A rainy day at the race track! What to do? Well, you sit around camp with your gear head buddies
and talk about…..knitting! Well, maybe not knitting, but just about everything car and race related. And that
is just what we did. Judy and Jim VanNordstrand, Mitch VanNordstrand, Patty and Rick Dobush, Tommy
Dobush, Carol and Bruce Parker, Chuck III, Chuck IV, Avah and all our other track friends had a good old gab
fest. In the end, these friendships, these relationships, are the essence of the experience.
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We were given the go ahead and went out behind the pace car and what a sight and sound it was! So much
beautiful machinery!! I was in second gear going on to the track and in third climbing up the esses and on to the
back straight. When I tried to engage 4th gear – there was just a grinding of gears that would not mesh. I tried
5th gear and found the same problem. The problem did not improve during the pace lap so I took the green flag
and continued to fight and finesse the tranny. By third lap I knew I could not maintain racing speed and that the
big blocks would soon swarm all over me so I came into the pits.
I resorted to my “woe is me”, “poor me” and “pouting old me” routine. Then my wife, son and grandkids came
running over. The wonderful thing about grandkids is that they don’t count laps yet and they just enjoy the
excitement of the moment. Suddenly I was happy for them, if not for myself.
After taking the kids and their friends on several laps around the pit area in the race car, I managed the energy
to go up for a race results sheet as there were two other Porsches in my class. When I requested my sheet and
simultaneously surrendered the rented transponder, the official asked my name, car number and class, a routine thing I guess. That is when I heard the entirely unexpected words that were the surprise of my brief racing
career. The lady stated “Congratulations on your win! Here is your gold medallion.” I politely told her it could
not be me as I only ran 3 laps. Again she said “you are the winner of the GTO Class in Group 6”. She then
explained that as I took the green and ran several laps, I was declared first in class. She placed a gold medallion
around my neck and said the other cars in my class were illegal as they ran on racing slicks!
Oh well, in the end I graciously accepted the award and will remember this event with a grin and a giggle. My
surprise victory overshadowed my mechanical failures of the weekend. I had “snatched” victory from the jaws
of defeat!
I want to extend a very special thank you to my son, Chuck. His attention to the car, his constant moral support
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and his attention to his “old man” were above and beyond the call of duty. I could not have done it without him.
Chuck Gladle – Member CNY PCA
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From the Track - By Brian Watson Spec-1 944
Shattenbaum Showdown Brings Podium Finishes For Zone 1 Drivers!

Team Watson (509 Racing) and Team Vasina caravanned together to New Jersey Motorsports Park in late
August to race in the Shattenbaum Showdown. It was a very successful trip for both teams. Once there, we met
up with Gene Raymondi and the BLR team.
It was my second trip with the Spec-1 #509 to NJMP– a fast track with a few “technical” sections that take some
adjusting to. As always, by “adjusting” I mean that I underestimated the reduced speed needed to get through
turns 5 and 6, and it took a few agricultural excursions to nail things down. This was frowned upon by the
flaggers and cost me an early Friday stop in the penalty box, where my crew chief (and brother) Tom Wheeler
was told to “slow your boy down out there.” Once back out, the rhythm required at NJMP took over and lap
times decreased consistently. Steve seemed to be settling in to the new track but still questioning a few things –
understandable for the first time at this track.
Saturday morning brought clear skies for warm ups and a middle of the 944 pack start for my first sprint race.
This race ran without caution and #509 came home in 2nd place in the Spec-1 ranks. I was pleased to see three
of my adult age kids at the garage when I pulled back in – a nice surprise! They hadn’t watched me race a car
since the good old dirt track days at Thunder Mountain. They were just a bit surprised at the difference in the
racing quality between those days and the Club Racing we do with the Porsche Club! They are hooked!
Fueled with pride to have the kids in attendance, and not wanting to embarrass them, I pushed hard to my
car’s limits as I raced against my new friends Henry Hoeh and Ray Bayh from Long Island. Many of you know
Henry as a driving instructor from the NYC area. Henry, Ray and I have developed a great rivalry. Any of us
would do whatever is required to keep each other’s car on the track to race each other and we have developed
a running list of spares we bring to the track so we can do just that. I was able to pass Henry, hold off Ray, and
hang on for 10 or so laps, to bring home my first competitive win at NJMP.
Steve ran well, and said he was really enjoying the track but wanted to try some changes to fix the tail-happy
914. He was placed in class with the wildly fast GT cars. Steve and Jack worked on the car in preparation for
the afternoon sprints and after the changes, Steve ran consistently faster laps in that beautiful blue 914. Given
the smile on his face all weekend long, especially after the afternoon sprints, I’m pretty sure he’ll be back next
year with a vengeance!
Saturday evening, my family got together with the Vasinas for dinner, during which time Steve commented:
“Someday I hope I’ll be lucky enough to get a podium.” Be patient, I assured him, it’ll come soon enough. A
late night cheroot on the hotel veranda, accompanied by one of Jack Vasina’s famous “jack-n-cokes,” was the
perfect nightcap for a great day at the track.
Ray Everham, a successful NASCAR crew chief, once described luck as being “when preparation meets
opportunity.” If there was ever a car that receives more preparation than Steve’s car I haven’t seen it, and
Sunday morning was the opportunity Steve had been waiting for! The morning points, counting the sprint race,
presented Steve Vasina with his first podium and a third in class! This was quite an achievement given his run
group, and was very well deserved! He gave not an inch to the faster cars and fought off several more into turn
one to hold position. Steve and Jack wrapped things up in the morning and headed home, as I prepared for the
enduro race following a second in class in the morning sprint.
To keep things interesting, the enduro combined ALL the run groups into one. You can imagine the butterflies
in the stomach of this 944 guy, thinking about racing with the GT classes. It took LOTS of track awareness and
turned out to be a whole lot of fun, with a first place in class that came as a result of Henry bringing his car into
the pits because he thought he had a tire going down. This turned out not to be the case – he earned that first
place all day as he ran hard against those faster cars. A very melancholy win.
Following NJMP, the 509 racing team is in fourth place nationally in Spec-1 points and first place in Zone 1 quite an achievement for this Low Budget No Budget race team!
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With
over 65 years of combined experience on European car repairs and service, we work
hard to get your car serviced right and in a timely manner, from regular scheduled
services to brake repairs to engine rebuilds, we do it all.
With our new 10k square foot facility, we even have room to store your car for the
winter in a secure and climate controlled environment
For Directions and more info, please visit us at
www.upstateimports.com or Email: jeff@upstateimports.com

Upstate Imports Auto Repair LLC. is the only authorized Porsche Revo software
tuner dealer in Upstate New York, for more info please visit www.revotechnik.
com/index.php?mod=porsche
Normally aspirated petrol
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2.7L +10-20 bhp gain   +8-12 lbft torque gain
3.2L +10-20 bhp gain   +10-15 lbft torque gain
3.4L +15-25 bhp gain   +15-28 lbft torque gain
3.6L +10-20 bhp gain   +12-18 lbft torque gain
3.8L +15-25 bhp gain   +17-23 lbft torque gain
4.5L +18-28 bhp gain   +15-20 lbft torque gain

Turbocharged Petrol
3.6L +50-75 bhp gain   +70-90 lbft torque gain
4.5L +50-75 bhp gain   +60-80 lbft torque gain

9073 Oswego Rd (Rt 48) Baldwinsville, NY 13027 Phone (315) 303-7309
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GLIMMERGLASS FALL TOUR
HITS A HOME RUN
Chuck Gladle – member CNY PCA
How do you take 3 days, 31 cars and 62 friends and make a fun time for all? Here’s how: start with quality
people driving wonderful cars, mix in great touring roads and add a Welcome Party. Sprinkle in some great
history and a quaint town on a beautiful lake. Mix well with a cocktail reception and dinner and finally fold in
some great door prizes and a tech quiz for some extra fun! When finished, what do you have? A fun filled, 3-day
weekend with good friends and Porsches.
So it was with our 2012 Glimmerglass Fall Tour to Cooperstown, NY. Our contingent of Porsches through the
weekend ranged from 26 to 31. We had the unprecedented pleasure of having in attendance Gerry Goldberg’s
1957 356 Coupe and Ann and Mason Somerville’s 2012 Panamara. An accomplishment for any PCA Region,
but of particular importance as CNY celebrates its 55th year of Charter.
Friday found the beautiful German cars snaking through the southern Adirondacks over rivers and past lakes.
Lunch was at a restaurant on Canadarago Lake as the sunshine beckoned one to walk down by the shore. Smiling faces and happy chatter made for a fun stop. Back on the road, we toured down the west side of our tour’s
namesake, James Fenimore Cooper’s Glimmerglass – as pretty a sight today as it was to J. F. C. in years gone
by..
Soon we arrived at a place called the Fly Creek Cider Mill. Let me just say that if you spent an hour or two in
the Mill you still could not come close to seeing everything it has to offer. The CNY folks were busy tasting all
the samples and checking out all the goodies. Our sincere thanks to Brenda and Bill Michaels for their hospitality and for the special package of Fly Creek goodies we were given on Saturday evening.

At this point I have to say that Joyce and I were fortunate this year to have a great local connection. CNY
members and owners of the The Inn at Cooperstown Sherrie and Marc Kingsley were with us all the way. They
are “Mr. and Mrs. Cooperstown”. They know everyone and everything and were excellent help throughout the
entire process of planning this tour. They are friends with the Michaels and the Haneys and made all kinds of
special arrangements for us including three excellent specialty beers that we enjoyed all weekend. It was a pleasure to work with them.
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Meanwhile it was back to the Porsches with our some new arrivals and off to a unique stop, The Cooperstown
Bat Company. Previously owned by CNY members Sharon and Don Oberriter, this proved to be a captivating
tour. Current owners Connie and Tim Haney took us on the deluxe tour including the history of the railroad
station which houses the bat manufacturing facility, a description of preferred bat materials, a live demonstration of the actual turning of a bat and the processes to the finished product.
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After a long day in the driver’s seat and a festive Welcome Party at the Country Inn and Suites on Friday night,
everyone was ready for a little rest. Saturday morning saw us back in the Porsches and off on a scenic and brisk
tour of the back roads around Cooperstown. Sherrie and Marc lead us on their well planned and executed tour
on challenging roads to match Germany’s Nurburgring. We had brilliant vistas, quaint villages, colorful farms
and folks waving all along the route. Lunch was a German buffet prepared and served at the beautiful Tryon
Inn in Cherry Valley.
After lunch the Porsches toured into Cooperstown where Marc had arranged very special parking for us. We
lined the Porsches up in Cooper Park right next to The National Baseball Hall of Fame and with a statue of
James Fenimore Cooper watching over us providing an excellent photo opportunity. No small task this – only to
be handled by our Cooperstown “connection”. The Park had never before been reserved for a private group. To
say that the CNY Porsches looked beautiful in the Park is an understatement. The afternoon was open to visit
the Hall of Fame or simply enjoy what the village of Cooperstown had to offer including grand old homes with
more “gingerbread” trim than your Grandma every baked! Some of us shopped until we dropped!
Following the Saturday reception, the chef’s description of our wonderful catered dinner caught some of our
number with a little drool escaping. Some felt this was one of the best Fall Tour dinners ever. For Joyce and me,
we do the best with what we have to work with and we were thrilled that our dinner turned out so well. Not as
well received, however, was the dreaded surprise Tech Quiz. There was some whining and some winning but the
test result showed that Diane and Jim Brown was the first prize winner. There were door prizes for all and the
tables buzzed with conversation, fun and some great opportunity for old friends to catch up and new friends to
be made.
Sunday found us back under sunny skies and the rain of the previous evening was not an issue. So it was off
to the Farmer’s Museum, the Fenimore Art Museum, the Pumpkin Races on the lake or back to the village for
more shopping. Then a happy group convened at the rustic Hawkeye Grill in the famous Otesaga Hotel for a
splendid lunch on the shores of Otsego Lake before turning the cars westward to return home. We are so happy
that everyone took with them fond memories that will remain for years to come.
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Joyce and I would like to express a very special thank you to the Kingsleys for all their hard work and support
to make our weekend a big success. They did an excellent job and it was much appreciated by all.
Our heartfelt thanks go to Judy and Jim VanNordstrand for the unique and beautiful, hand-made plaque featuring our race car that they presented to us on Friday evening. It is a treasure and we are so proud to own it.
Now to all you sneaky Glimmerglass Fall Tour folks who skulked around and had a 50th anniversary commemorative baseball bat made for Joyce and me. It is quite the honor and we extend our most sincere thanks!! What
a total surprise and what a wonderful thought in presenting us with this unique gift.
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OUR THANKS TO OUR 2012 FALL TOUR SPONSORS
MERLIN MANUFACTURING USA
LC MOTOR SPORTS
LUDA AND CHRIS WHALEY
chris@merlinmfgusa.com
					
RUDY SCHMID BODY
AND FRAME SHOP
228 Hiawatha Boulevard
Syracuse, New York
NICK ORSO’S BODY SHOP
AND SERVICE CENTER
638 West Genesee Street
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Syracuse, New York
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AMERICAR AUTOMOBILE
DETAILING
540 South Bay Road
North Syracuse, New York
ADAM’S DETAILING
ADAMSPOLISHES.COM
(866) 964-0400

Special thanks to CNY benefactors:
Jean and Bill Noroski
Carolyn (Noroski) and Rick Stillman
Linda and Russ Ruthig		
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CNY PCA 2012 HOLIDAY PARTY
Ann

and Mason Somerville have graciously offered to open their home to our members and host our CNY
Holiday Party for 2012. This is always a festive and happy occasion and one of the highlights of our “Porsche
year”. Do plan to join us for a wonderful afternoon of celebration and camaraderie.
Please bring an unwrapped child’s gift to be donated to a deserving charity.
WHEN:

Sunday, December 16, 2012,

WHERE:

6289 Mallory Road, Utica, NY
(See directions below.)

BRING:

A dish to pass and any special beverages you may wish.
Ann and Mason will provide the main course, tableware
and soft drinks.

BRING:

A non-perishable food or household supply item to be
donated to a local food bank or organization.

BRING:

An unwrapped child’s toy to donate to deserving charity.

COST:

$5.00 per person.

RSVP:

DIRECTIONS:

1:00 PM until 5:00 PM

To Ann and Mason with the dish you plan to bring.
Please call (315) 793-9984 or email to
annsomerville@verizon.net or mason1221@gmail.com by
December 7.
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Directions to Ann and Mason Somerville’s home, 6289 Mallory Road, Utica, NY:
1.

Take NYS Thruway to Exit 31 – UTICA.

2.

After toll booths bear right and turn onto North Genesee St. STAYING IN THE RIGHT HAND LANE AS YOU PASS
UNDER THE NYS THRUWAY.

3.

At the first stop light turn right and then immediately bear right onto NY RT. 49 WEST.

4.

Follow NY RT. 49 west to the SECOND EXIT FOR NYS RT. 12 NORTH. - distance about 1 1/4 mile.

5.

At the top of the exit, MERGE LEFT ONTO NYS RT. 12 NORTH avoiding the shopping center access traffic.

6.

Follow NYS RT. 12 up the hill to the HOLLAND PATENT-Trenton Road North EXIT (Just after the FORD dealer) - distance
about 1 mile.

7.

Take the exit and merge RIGHT onto TRENTON ROAD NORTH as you cross the bridge over NYS RT. 12.

8.

Follow Trenton Road North to Mallory Road - distance one mile - (Mallory Road is the third left after you join Trenton Rd at
the bridge).

9.

BEAR LEFT ONTO MALLORY ROAD - CAUTION THIS IS A DANGEROUS TURN AS CARS COMING DOWN
TRENTON ROAD CANNOT SEE YOU AND ARE TRAVELING AT HIGHWAY SPEED.

10. Follow Mallory Road up the hill to the second driveway on your left at the black mailbox with “6289” on it. - distance 1/4 mile.
Our driveway is across from the “CAUTION” sign at the top of the hill. (Note: our drive is 400 feet long and you will not see
our house until you turn into the driveway.)
Questions: Call 315-793-9984, home; Mason cell 315-534-2351 or Ann cell 315-534-0455
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SUMMER DAYS, FEELIN’ SO GOOD!!!
And why not?? It was a beautiful summer day, we were by the water, we were with our friends and there was a
field of Porsches to look at.
Our new location within beautiful Taughannock Falls State Park was thought by many to be even nicer than
the one we had last year. This year’s site, Creekside Pavilion, was much more quiet and private and provided a
great spot to display our Porsches. Lots of folks spent most of the day looking over the diverse array of cars that
ventured out for the event. With gorgeous Cayuga Lake as a stunning backdrop, our cameras were on overload.
This was a perfect day in Central New York and this location showcased what our beautiful state has to offer.
Our picnic lunch was delicious as usual. It is always fun and interesting to taste what all the folks contribute to
our “community table”. One would be hard pressed to take a taste of each dish, but it is certainly worth a try.
The highlight of the picnic buffet table was a cake brought by Diane and Jim Brown. They had their favorite
bakery make a fantastic cake with a large Porsche crest on the top. Someone at that bakery is an artist because
the likeness was excellent and the colors were bright and the cake was beautiful. It provided a great centerpiece
for our festivities.
The only disappointment of the day was that we did not have many kids in attendance so the “Kids’ Cross”
was over quickly. As a result, we had to improvise. Since there were a number of canines in attendance, we
decided to see how the “doggy kids” would navigate the course – sans a leash! That worked pretty well—for the
first few steps until some interesting smell appeared and they were off to investigate. Then our “tour director”,
Cathy Alberson, thought it would be a good idea to blindfold some of the guys and have the girls guide them
through the course. This provided varying results and times (yes, they were timed just like the real kids). The
amusement for the crowd and the laughter, however, were constant!! It was hilarious. Many thanks to all the
good sports who provided so much fun for the rest of us.
In CNY PCA we strive to provide events of interest to all of our members. Sometimes they are high speed,
sometimes they require strict attention, sometimes they are formal and sometimes they are in the cockpit of your
Porsche. But this day was one to kick back and enjoy Mother Nature, good food, good friends and your Porsche.
Mission accomplished!!
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Joyce Gladle
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WE HAVE AN ALL VOLUNTEER MILITARY AND
AN ALL VOLUNTEER PORSCHE CLUB TOO!
Chuck Gladle

Yes! PCA is an all volunteer organization. Imagine going to a recruitment office and completing the paperwork to give four years
of service to the military of our Nation. Now that, we can all agree, is commitment. In PCA we are looking for a two-year commitment
for a part time Porsche soldier.
Our Region has wonderful people, dedicated workers and numerous members who qualify for leadership these roles. I know for a
fact that a large number of you also volunteer and serve in organizations like Lyons, Kiwanis and Rotary, giving of your time and skills
for a better community.
Now what about us? Are you aware that we have had a bit of a struggle finding from within our growing membership a few good folks
who will commit some time and effort to taking our PCA Region forward? The Region is always in need of good people to help in any
way they can to make our events enjoyable for all and bring some of their own interests and personality to the table.
There are real reasons why any of us, at any moment in time, must decline to take on such a leadership position. There are many
factors that preclude one from serving and we acknowledge that fact. Yet with over 770 members and associate members, we are still
searching for volunteers to step forward.
Will it be YOU who will step forward and make our team complete? Joyce Gladle, our President for the past six years, and the current
and past officers of our Region have worked tirelessly to create an “I CAN DO THAT” attitude. The benefit here is that many of our
members step forward to volunteer to chair events and all goes ahead in a controlled fashion. It’s the role of a leader to guide, attend
to and manage the details guiding us to ultimate success in our events.
It is not expected that every officer and committee chair attend every event. We are not looking for a perfect attendance record but we
asking for the leadership that will insure the success we need to carry on the diverse events we have been able to offer to date. CNY
members who serve this organization will be compensated by enhanced friendships and the personal knowledge that you are helping to
create a community of like interests and true camaraderie.
Who will it be? Will it be YOU? Volunteer NOW!

Sell The Horse
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By: Richard D. Jeffers

In a previous article, I reported how my grandfather easily transitioned from horses to the auto age. This change probably
was facilitated by the fact that a lot of “horse sense” went into development of the automobile. Early car manufacturers were people in
the carriage trade who took their basic carriage designs and stuck an engine up front where the horse had been. If they had followed
the prototype closer, they also would have put the drive wheels up front and, thereby, presaged the modern passenger car. It took the
genius of Dr. Porsche to locate the engine behind the driver where it would be most effective.
Anyone who questions the historical relationship between horses and the auto should visit his local car dealer. The procedure
for buying a car closely resembles the bartering that took place when negotiating the purchase of a horse. The give and take of the
game involves the sticker price (which almost no one pays), the dealer’s invoice, the trade-in value of your present car and other
considerations that figure into the interplay between the customer, salesman and sales manager. Try invoking a similar process when
buying a computer, air conditioner or just about any other common product! One of the reasons that I bought a Saturn back in 1992
was that the sales people wouldn’t dicker and the price on the sticker was fair (what I expected to pay after a stressful negotiation for
a similar car from another manufacturer). Buyers of used cars usually open the hood and examine the engine then kick the tires. This
seems analogous to checking an old horse’s teeth and hooves.
The collector car market operates under the “bigger fool” investment strategy.
The owner of a large private car collection advised that cars should not be purchased as investments but because you like them and
are prepared to keep and enjoy them in a long-term relationship. A friend of mine invested in a racehorse. Unfortunately, the horse
was not a front-runner so was put out to stud. The animal was so good at its new job that it was uncontrollable and had to be neutered.
This greatly reduced the value of the investment. Cars are subject to wear from usage; deterioration from rust, ultraviolet and other
environmental factors (even when just sitting around); and the uncertainties of the market, which affect their value.
Horses (rhymes with Porsches) and exotic cars also have high maintenance and operating costs. Another friend has a daughter
who owns a show horse. He claims that most of the money she earns from her full-time job ends up going out the horse’s butt. She
was so enamored by horses that she went to college to study equine science. The first day of class the professor asked, “How many of
you own horses?” My friend’s daughter raised her hand and was advised to “sell the horse.” I recommend this advice to all exotic car
owners who are not truly fond of their cars and committed to their upkeep.
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PCA FALL RALLY
WAYNE KUNKEL
Maybe it’s that last nice fall day when there is a PCA event scheduled that brings them out. Maybe it’s thinking
about running with 22 other Porsches along country roads that entices us to bring the Porsche out one last
time. Or maybe it’s seeing our friends at a corner north of Oneida Lake, combined with all of the above and
commiserating about where Route 59 is that brings us out.
Linda & I had a grand old time today at the Fall Rally which was run very effectively by Cindy and Lee
Goodman. (The one notable exception was substituting Route 59 for Route 49 on the directions!) The last time
I remember seeing that many Porsches on a rally in one place at one time was at a winter rally in Ithaca when 5
Porsches were at the Falls Overlook at one time. That rally was a TSD rally not a poker run so that was a little
more egregious than today. Having the cars leave 15 seconds apart meant that you were paired or tripled with
other cars right from the get go. Then on the north shore of the lake you do a loop or two so that now you have
several pairs of triplets going every which way! It was a Keystone Cop moment at the corner of county Route 10
and Route 49!
Seeing friends at a PCA event is always special. We had 3 momentous events on Sunday. 1. We got Linda in the
car with her broken leg. 2. We showed off the 5th 911 we have owned for the crowd and gained a small margin
of favor with the new “Mellow Yellow” special 996. 3. My fellow autocross chairman, Steve Lehman and his
wife Rebecca, was in our triplet of cars with Rich Pshirrer and Carol Webster. After seeing Steve’s driving
antics on the Fall Tour I knew that there would be an opportunity for one upping Steve at some point. After the
aforementioned Keystone Cop moment I was at the head of the line when we got to I-81 but I had a car ahead
of me (Toyota RAV 4). Steve got in the other lane and smoked the RAV 4 onto 81. (At least that white 911 could
smoke a RAV 4!) We had a high speed pursuit down 81 with Steve leading and for once in a blue moon there
was not a State Cop at the river bridge! Steve got off at Brewerton Rd first and then promptly turned left on
Rte. 11 where another Keystone cop moment ensued with several cars doing 180 turns on Rte. 11 in unison to
head north.

We pull even at the light and Steve yells that he has all 215 H.P. ready to go! My camera was ready to capture
the head gear that he and Rebecca had decided to wear to a drag race but I decided that focusing on the light
change was infinitely more preferable. It was over in the first 200 feet as the 996 has considerable more pulling
power than the venerable mid 80’s 911. It was over until the next light where I had Steve blocked. It was over
until the entrance to Molly McGuire’s where Steve did what Steve does best. He cheated!! He pulled into the first
driveway and I used the second one and he arrived first.
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Steve and I cruised lazily along the Seneca River Rd. following directions and writing down trivia questions
should there be a tie! We were going to be car 1 and car 2 back into the parking lot. Think about that for a
second! Do I want to be car 1 or car 2? Two competitive autocross types in Porsches looking to be the first car
back in the parking lot. We bounced back onto Rte. 57 and headed south for the parking lot. I see a series of
stop lights ahead and the road widens into 4 lanes. Steve maintains his lane and I am forced to go over to the far
right turn lane for the stoplight. Steve has previously smoked a RAV 4 earlier but is he ready for the “mellow
yellow” 996?
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More Club Contacts
CONCOURS
Chuck Gladle... gladlec@aol.com
Les Lewis... leslewis@stny.rr.com

Bill Noroski... wjnoroski@yahoo.com
Mark Schultz... blue61cab@aol.com

Steve Turco... sturco1@twcny.rr.com

John Hajny... redl944@stny.rr.com
Joe Holzer... im@holzerent.com
Ed Hurd... edhurd@twcny.rr.com
Lin Hurd... linhurd@twcny.rr.com
Bill Kohnke... wkohnke@epix.net
Wayne Kunkel... lotusrpv@aol.com
Bill Noroski... wjnoroski@yahoo.com
Rush Pond... rpond@twcny.rr.com
Bill Slowikowski... wslow@earthlink.net

Jeff Turco... jturco@twcny.rr.com
Steve Vasina... stephenvasina@yahoo.com
Chris Whaley... chris@merlinmfgusa.com
Chris White... whitechristopher@earthlink.net

DRIVING INSTRUCTORS
Mitch VanNordstrand, Chief Instructor
chiefinstructor@cnypca.org
Bud Burdick... budburdick@juno.com
Frank Campagna... fcampagna@mtb.com
Thak Chaloemtiarana... tc17@cornell.edu
Brian Daley... Bdaley@twcny.rr.com
Mike Darminio... darm911@windstream.net
Bill Dawson... bda4827252@aol.com
Chuck Gladle... gladlec@aol.com
Joyce Gladle... gladleja@aol.com

TECH INSPECTORS
Mike Darminio, Chief Tech Inspector...darm911@windstream.net
Bud Burdick.....budburdick@juno.com
Thak Chaloemtiarana.....tc17@cornell.edu
John Hajny......redl944@stny.rr.com
Joe Holzer....im@holzerent.com
Ed Hurd......edhurd@twcny.rr.com

Mitch VanNordstrand......internaut2002@yahoo.com
Jack Vasina......jflash914@yahoo.com
Chris Whaley......chris@merlinmfgusa.com
Chris White......whitechristopher@earthlink.net
Gil Wistrup......cgw611@twcny.rr.com
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TECH ADVISORS
356
Chuck Gladle...gladlec@aol.com
Gerry Goldberg...jgoldberg@twcny.rr.com
Bill Noroski...wjnoroski@yahoo.com
Mark Schultz...blue61cab@aol.com
914
Thak Chaloemtiarana...tc17@cornell.edu
Mike Darminio...darm911@windstream.net
Bill Kohnke...wkohnke@epix.net
Jack Vasina...jflash914@yahoo.com
Steve Vasina...stephenvasina@yahoo.com
911 (Early)
Mike Darminio...darm911@windstream.net
Jeff Turco...jturco@twcny.rr.com
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911 (Late)
Joe Holzer...im@holzerent.com
Steve Turco...sturco1@twcny.rr.com
Peer Soderberg...psoderbergmd@verizon.net
Chris Whaley...chris@merlinmfgusa.com
(All Water Cooled models)
930
Thak Chaloemtiarana...tc17@cornell.edu
944
John Hajny...redl944@stny.rr.com
Chris White...whitechristopher@earthlink.net
928
Brian Daley (16 valve)...bdaley@twcny.rr.com
Chuck Gladle (32 valve)...gladlec@aol.com

968
Ed Hurd...edhurd@twcny.rr.com
Randy Martin...rmartin5@stny.rr.com
Boxster (986)
Bob Graham...her3bay@twcny.rr.com
Bill Hayman...whayman@twcny.rr.com
Cayman (987)
Jan and Jim King...jkingcaymans06@gmail.com
Cayenne (955)
Chris Whaley...chris@merlinmfgusa.com

The Redline Market

REDLINE MARKET CLASSIFIED AD RATES and INFORMATION
“The Redline Market” is a free service for PCA members. Ads run for two issues. A $10.00 fee is required to continue the ad for an additional two issues. A
$10.00 fee per issue is also required for all non-Porsche related ads or for ads placed by non-PCA members. The maximum length of each ad is 50 words and all
sales ads must include an asking price(s). Send your ads to newsletter@cnypca.org or to Chris Whaley, 8449 Fathom Drive, Baldwinsville, NY 13027.
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manual hardtop hoist for sale. Works perfectly. Asking $50. My phone # is 315.384.3193, or email her3bay@gmail.
com Bob Graham
Wanted- Car Cover for 996 with rear wing or aero package. Contact mellow yellow or the editor.

Bruce P. Donahue, CPA..................... 32
Burdick Porsche at Driver’s Village...IFC
Cantech Automotive...........................OBC
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LC MotorSports..............................................17
Mitchell Pierson Jr Inc....................................IBC
Nick Orso’s Body Shop and Service Center...3
Mark Schultz Autoworks
32
Upstate Imports Auto Repair
16

Classic Integrity
Classic Service

Canandaigua • Finger Lakes Area
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Waterfront • Residential • Commercial • Recreational

Bill Wheeler • (585) 278-4047
wwwheeler47@yahoo.com
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c/o Wayne Kunkel
3882 Highland Ave
Skaneateles, NY 13152
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